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BUYING INTO PRISONS, AND SELLING KIDS SHORT
By: Lizbet Simmons1

There is an increasing need to account for the role
of the nation’s failing public school system in structuring
incarceration risk among minority populations and to
link theories of the minority achievement gap with those
of disproportionate minority conﬁnement. The minority
achievement gap is so named, because, on average, minority
students’ school performance is much lower than that
of White students.2 The disparity is greatest between
African-American and White students and persists in a
range of assessments, including standardized test scores,
dropout rates, and graduation rates.3 Disproportionate
minority conﬁnement refers to racial disparities in
incarceration rates, and again, the disparity is greatest
when comparing African-Americans and Whites.4
The incarceration rate for minorities is highly
disproportionate to their total percentage in the population.5
African-Americans represent about 12% of the national
population but make up 40 % of the U.S. prison population.6
If the current trend of incarceration holds, one in three
African-American male children born in 2001 will go to
prison at some point during their lives.7 For Latino males,
the ratio is one in seven, and for Caucasian males, the ratio
is one in seventeen. These data shows that extant race
and gender dynamics put African-American male children
at signiﬁcant risk for incarceration. Educational failure
within this population only increases this vulnerability.
The prison system began a massive expansion
during the War on Crime era. In 1980, 300,000 people
were in prison in the United States.8 By 2005, there were
1.5 million individuals in prison. Today, it is estimated
that the prison and jail system holds 2.3 million.9 One
explanation for a steep rise in incarceration rates should be a
corresponding steep rise in crime. However, crime rates in
the 20-year span between 1980 and 2000 either dropped or
stagnated;10 the rapid rise in incarceration does not actually
correspond to a rise in crime. A signiﬁcant factor in prison
expansion was a 975% increase in commitments for nonviolent offenses, such as drug charges, between 1982 and
1999.11 During that time, African-Americans were at an
extreme disadvantage in drug charge processing and were
ultimately incarcerated at signiﬁcantly higher rates than
Whites even for virtually identical crimes.12 The terrain of
these data, which is well charted with respect to race and
incarceration, undergirds my inquiry into how the war on
crime has directly affected minority populations in childhood.
The ideologies and policies of the War on Crime
are made manifest in disciplinary arrangements in urban
public schools. As French philosopher Michel Foucault
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suggests, schools have always been disciplinary institutions.13
Schools organize students, control them, grade them, rank
them, track them; this is the making of Foucault’s docile
body.14 Presently, though, we are experiencing a unique
cultural moment in which the gold standard of school
discipline is punitive. In this era, youth are exposed to the
criminal justice system by way of their public education and
prior to criminal activity.15 The consequences include the
expansion of the minority achievement gap and increased
risk of incarceration that leads to disproportionate
minority conﬁnement. What is at stake here is the loss
of educational opportunity, the acculturation of youth to
criminalization, and a negative redirection of students’ life
paths. These risks are borne not only by individual students,
but also by their communities and the larger democracy.16
The criminal justice system has signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced schools nationally in terms of policy, cultural
practice, stafﬁng and technology.17 School disciplinary
policies are increasingly designed to mirror criminal justice
enforcements, and zero-tolerance measures originating
in the war on crime are now common in the education
system.18 In fact, zero-tolerance became a requirement
for school funding by way of the Gun-Free Schools Act
of 1994.19 Though the term “zero-tolerance” is not used
in the Gun-Free Schools Act, the law dictated an automatic
punishment of school expulsion of at least one year for
gun possession on school grounds.20 In time, this kind
of strict disciplinary enforcement came to be known
as zero-tolerance and began to play a signiﬁcant role in
regulating a wide range of student behaviors, including
tardiness, disrespectful language, the expression of violent
threats, and inadvertent transgressions of school rules.21
Zero-tolerance policies sponsor exclusionary school
disciplinary practices, such as suspension and expulsion.
Because these policies do not allow for discretion, even
minor offenses can be deemed intolerable. Fairly recently,
an adolescent boy with a hyperactive diagnosis was punished
under a zero-tolerance policy for saying during a cafeteria
conversation, “I am going to get you,” to classmates whom
he suspected of eating potatoes intended for him.22 The
child was suspended from school, placed in the custody
of the local police, charged with “terrorist threats,”
and incarcerated for two weeks while awaiting his trial.
The penchant for youth criminalization has
sponsored increased police presence at schools, including
uniformed and armed guards. The ﬁeld of school
policing is expanding faster than every other division of
law enforcement.23 Carceral technologies have also been
51

employed at schools, and surveillance cameras are now 24 % more campus security guards, and navigate ﬁve
common features of school security.24 A large majority times more metal detectors.36 African-American students
of newly built schools are fully equipped with surveillance comprise about 17% of all students but are over 33% of
systems.25 With the addition of metal detectors, biometric those suspended from school for disciplinary reasons.37
devices, and similar technologies, the school security market This punishment falls disproportionately on Africanhas grown into a multi-billion dollar industry – big business American males and has signiﬁcant consequences for
in the neo-liberal state.26 This privatization of the public incarceration risk.38 The experience of school suspension
sphere supports capital expansion and sponsors social control more than doubles the likelihood of adult incarceration.39
ideologies. Further, it reinforces a shift in governance away In other words, punitive school disciplinary policies
from the social welfare state and toward the penal state.27 further the expansion of the prison system itself, largely
The new punitive culture of public schools is deeply at the expense of the African-American community.
troubling, because it negatively affects the lives of children.
New Orleans, where I have conducted research
While children are vulnerable, it is a gross error to reduce since 2002, provides the quintessential example of school
their vulnerability to the “problem” of crime – especially and prison coordination. The disciplinary culture of New
when doing so masks more signiﬁcant challenges.28 We Orleans Public Schools is inﬂuenced by the war on crime’s
should also be clear that children are victims of crime less priority for law and order in governance. I began my research
frequently in school than out of school. Less than 1% of in New Orleans when a small group of local students
child homicides happen in school, and non-fatal school were suspended or expelled from their schools – most for
crime has been reduced over 60% between 1992 and minor and non-violent offenses such as insubordination or
2004.29 While it would be convenient to interpret this crime tardiness. The students were reassigned to a new school that
decline as proof that school security
opened at the Orleans Parish Prison,
30 punitive school disciplinary policies further
is effective, it would be inaccurate.
and this institution became the center
Crime began dropping in school prior the expansion of the prison system itself, of my interpretive case study and the
to the institutionalization of zero largely at the expense of the African- focus of my ﬁeld note observations
tolerance policies and prior to advances
and locally conducted interviews,
American community.
in school surveillance and fortiﬁcation.
which
spanned
approximately
Crime against youth continued to drop
two years.
I contextualized the
in schools just as it dropped in society at large, suggesting qualitative data I gathered with statistical information
that school security features were not the catalyst.31 on school performance and school punishment from
Is it possible that crime in schools could have local school and district archives, and I supplemented
dropped further had it not been for the ramping up of the data set with a vast collection of local documents
school security? Pedro Noguera, an expert in urban including school board minutes and newspaper clippings.
education, has argued that punitive school disciplinary
The school was in a building on the grounds of
policies dehumanize students and, thereby, produce a harsh the prison complex, and the students were there for twelve
school climate that sponsors violence.32 Recently, other hours a day. At the school, the law and order paradigm
scholars have joined Noguera in focusing on the negative was palpable. There were surveillance cameras at every
effect of criminalizing school cultures. The sociologist Paul corner, bars on the windows, and armed deputies to keep
Hirschﬁeld claims that the harsh school disciplinary policies the students in line. Educational advancement was dethat result in student suspension and expulsion label youth as prioritized. There were no credentialed teachers, no
“future prisoners in need of coercive control or exclusion” textbooks, and no courses leading to high school graduation.
and generate “a self-fulﬁlling prophesy.”33 This claim is This program was actually a school reform initiative designed
supported by the work of educational scholars, Richard by the Criminal Sheriff and supported by the superintendent
Arum and Irenee Beattie, who have statistically proven of schools, who was a former colonel in the Marines.
that punitive treatments in school, such as suspension,
In 2002, the year the prison school opened, there
increase the risk of adult incarceration.34 In short, these were many signs of socioeconomic distress in New Orleans
data suggests that we are expanding childhood vulnerability that preceded Hurricane Katrina and then exacerbated the
with the very measures we have employed to provide safety. storm’s effects. The severely underperforming Orleans
The research on school discipline indicates that Parish Public Schools were serving a student population
punitive policies, practices, and ideologies are magnifying that was 93% African-American and 80% low-income, and
the vulnerability of our most marginalized student groups.35 the schools ranked at the bottom of the nation.40 In 2000,
Compared to Whites in their peer group, African-American only 25% of third graders and 29% of ninth graders in New
students experience nearly 6% more school surveillance, Orleans met national averages on the standardized Iowa Test
52
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of Basic Skills.41 Two of the young boys I came to know in
my research reﬂected these larger patterns. They were lowincome, African-American boys, each with a long history of
academic failure. Both attended a middle school where 40
% of the eighth grade class in one year did not advance to
the ninth grade. When I asked the students what traditional
school was like for them, one explained that he always felt
behind in his lessons and could not seem to catch up in his
classes, where the student-teacher ratio was as high as thirtythree to one.42 His mother said he often came home in tears.
The academic failure of New Orleans Public Schools
is further revealed by school disciplinary measures. On the
district level in 2000-2001, almost 16% of all district students
were suspended during the school year.43 When these data is
analyzed by race and gender, however, the numbers become
even more striking. In the 2002-2003 school year, for
example, over 25% of African-American males in the New
Orleans Public School System were suspended at least once
and lost instruction time as a result.44 One of the students
in my research was suspended and sent to the prison school
because he had skipped classes; another because he had
often been late to homeroom. Neither saw their disciplinary
offenses as warranting a prison-style punishment.
The space and experience of the school in the
prison were completely bafﬂing to the New Orleans public
school students who found themselves constantly restricted,
regimented and surveilled. One student explained that the
security arrangements at the school forced him to confront a
negative image of himself, which he rejected. He explained
that he was the exception in this regard, as most kids responded
to the aggressive treatment in kind and started acting even
more “crazy.” There is a great deal of educational research
on the powerful role that expectations play in youth identity
development. The theory of the self-fulﬁlling prophecy
suggests that when we treat children like criminals, we help
them construct a sense of themselves that aligns with the
criminal identity we have assigned to them. What motivation
is there for them to behave otherwise? Even students who
ﬁnd ways to resist the criminalizing power relations at school
must struggle to cast themselves in a more positive light.
As the story of the students at the prison school
suggests, tough on crime policies in school exacerbate
societal and educational disenfranchisement. The lowincome, underperforming, African-American male
students from New Orleans were socially, economically,
and educationally disadvantaged before they were ever sent
to school at a prison. By obsessing over their disciplinary
infractions rather than addressing their academic challenges,
we nearly ensure that these students will drag further behind.
Incarceration poses the ultimate risk of harsh
disciplinary treatment in school because imprisonment marks
an individual for his or her lifetime, as well as his or her family
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and community. Imprisonment means total conﬁnement
and a loss of identity, and it is attended by deprivation and
violence. In his research on incarceration and the life course,
sociologist Bruce Western has shown that a prison term
shapes an individual’s job, marriage, and family prospects.45
Incarceration also signiﬁcantly shapes voting rights, as Jeff
Manza and Chris Uggen and have shown in their study of
felon disenfranchisement.46 They reveal that one in forty
Americans cannot vote due to a past felony. When you
consider voter disenfranchisement along the axis of race,
an even larger problem emerges. In some states one in four
African-American men are ineligible to vote. Suddenly, the
problem is not one borne solely by the individual or even
by the group. Voter disenfranchisement is a problem for
democracy, since it poses a threat to full representation.
There are many ways to interrupt the trend of
disproportionate minority conﬁnement, beginning with a
rethinking of our priorities for public education. The ﬁrst step
is in the direction of schools that reﬂect educational priorities
and serve as positive sources of social capital. Positive social
capital, according to sociologist Loïc Wacquant, are those
accrued institutional resources that promote a community.47
For schools to be positive sources of social capital they
must embrace tenets of inclusion rather than exclusion and
build school communities that students and their families
can be proud of and want to be a part of. A further step in
the right direction is engendered by a commitment to high
expectations for all students. Roslyn Mickelson’s work on
the achievement gap has shown that students who have clear
and positive future goals are more successful in school.48
Punitive school discipline does not engender a
positive student trajectory, while an elaboration of positive
school resources does. A recent study by scholars, Richard
Arum and Gary LaFree, proves a theory long-held by
school advocates that “states and schools with higher
teacher-student ratios produce adults who face lower risks
of incarceration.”49 Similar investments in education–
focusing on teaching staff and classroom resources–could
have the same positive result. These investments are costly,
but the ﬁnancial and social cost of school security may,
indeed, be even higher. In New Orleans post-Katrina,
the Recovery School District spent nearly $22 million
dollars for school security.50 The students in New Orleans
needed this investment in academic opportunities, and
not in the technologies and tactics of criminalization.
Ultimately, the students I studied in New Orleans
left the prison school when local activists, some of whom
had been formerly incarcerated, protested the institution
and pressured the school board to shut it down. None of
the students I worked with ever re-enrolled in traditional
public schools, and they now formally occupy the status
of the African-American male high school dropout. The
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chances that they will end up in prison are higher than the

chances that they won’t. So far, they’ve deﬁed the odds.
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